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Abstract 

Inthis paper we propose a constant time pipelined adder and multiplier. Traditionally, efficient carry-look- 
ahead adders concentrate on making the design regular so that it can be laid out in VLSI. This paper looks at 
the construction of constant time adders that are regular and technology independent. However, the constant 
can be made Larger or smaller and depends on the area used. The absolute delay is still O(logn) and area used 
is O(n logn). Actual layout of a processor is shown in NMOS following the Mead and Conway design rules. 
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1. Introduction 

Adders are fundamental units in any ALU design. Multipliers are found in all special 
purpose floating point processors. The major delay in any design so far has been due to 
carry propagation. The proposed implementations are a mixture of pipelining and carry- 
look-ahead principles. First, we will review the carry-look-ahead scheme and then 
describe the working and layout of our design. We will show that our design is free of any 
inputloutput restrictions to achieve optimal area and time. Our design has been used in 
the design of a digital image filtering scheme with success. It is extremely useful in situa- 
tions that require lots of additions or multiplications in real time. Latency is not the 
major concern, throughput is. 

1.1 Pipelining 

Pipelimes are ensemble of simpler arithmetic units called segments which work together 
in an assembly line fashion. Each segment takes output of the previous segment, 
Processes it and then sends it to the next segment. The segments are isolated from one 
another by latches (registers). They are very well suited for iterative or recursive aka- 
nthms. 

1.2 Carry-look-ahead adder 

Let a,-,a ,_,... a. and b,-lb ,-2... b0 be two n-bit binary numbers; and s.-ls,-z...so be 
their sum. The carry-look-ahead adder uses the following scheme: 
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FIG. 1 .  Block diagram of a uorrventlonai carry-loo!!-ahead adder. 

where, 

g, = ai.bi, the generate signal, 
p, = a, + b,, the propagate signal. 

The basic units have been designed as described by Ngai and Irwin1. The block diagram 
in fig. 1 shows a conventional carry-look-ahead adder and Table I summarises the I10 
signals for this adder. 

Equations for these blocks are formulated in complementary logic due to the nature of 
basic NMOS gates. Different blocking factors result in different speeds and sizes for 
individual P, BC and BG units'. The number of inputs to a primitive block of BC unit 
defines the blocking lactor at that level. I t  is not necessary to  maintain the same blocking 
factor throughout. Typical size and speed for BC units with different blocking factors are 
given in Table 11. 

2. Computational model 

Our modcl assumes the existence of complex NMOS gates with a constant fan-in (4) and 
a ConStdnt fan-out (max. 4). This can be reaffirmed by looking a t  the deslgn of all our 

Table I 
118 signals for adder shown in fig. P 

Unit Input Output 

P G S ,  b.s and carry c ,_ ,  From BC P, and G, to a BC, and sum bits with lnterna' 
look [ahead. 

BC Pas, Gts from Ps Or other BCs and c,.., from P,, G, to the next BC or BG and carry au' 
BG or other RCs s1gn.d~ to BCs or the PS 

BG co and PA, G,s from BCS Carry out signals to BCs 
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Table II 
Typical block& fW@i%, 

size and speed 

Blocking Area Time 
factor (5) A X  A nsec 

basic units, described later in this paper. We assume that the wires do not involve any 
computational delay. This is justifiable for most of our interconnections since the major 
delay is encouraged in the gate rise and fail times. For extremely long wires (although in 
our design no wire is longer than 0 (logn) length) weecan assume the existence of drivers 
that take up less than 10% of the areaz. We shall concentrate on measuring the area, 
rather than the number of gates in order to account for interconnections as well. Gates 
are assumed to have a constant area and wires constant width. Thus, we can assume that 
our P, BC and BG units occupy constant area since the interconnections within the units 
are straightforward and of constant length. 

3. Wpelined adder 

We were concerned that the adder designed using the general blocking scheme (fig. 1) 
might not satisfy the timing requirements for our application. This led to the pipelining 
of various computational stages (fig. 2). The main concern as stated earlier is the 
throughput; latency is not of much importance. 

A block diagram of a typical pipelined adder unit is shown in fig. 2. Equations for each 
of the above stages are well known3-'. 

However, one problem that remains to be handled is that of interconnecting these 
units. One should note that the P and G signals produced in the PG stage are needed at 

Table IPI 
110 signals for ~ iwl ined  adder 

Unit Input Output 

PG a,s b,s and carry input co P,s and G,s to a BPG unit 

BPG Prs and Gjs from previous BPGIPG units Block Pis and G,s signals to other BPG Or BG 
units 

BG Block Pis and Gis from BPG units Block carrycarrysignals to CP units 

CP Block C,s, P,s and G,s Block C,s to S units 

SUM Block C.s, P.s and Cis Generate individual c,s an.' S,s using internal 
cam Look ahead 
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the very end to produce the carries for S,s. We also have to carry the input operands a 
and b through the pipe to perform orher necessary computations. Our  filtering appli- 
eation required that min, max and pass operations be also implemented. Clearly the total 
data path is O(n). 

Let B be the blocking factor and n be the number of bits per operand 

Total number of input signals = Zn, 

Number of signals carried from stage 1 

Total number of signals carried until the BG unit 

ie., the larger the blocking factor, the smaller the number of signals that are to be 
carried through. For B = 3 the data path width is 3n. 

During the bottom half of the adder pipe, i.e. when the carries are generated we can 
see that for every P and C used, only one carry signal is produced, since, 

c, = P'C,_, + C,. 

This implies that the width of the data path can only shrink 

4. Layout 

If one is not careful, interconnections can really consume a lot of area on silicon. In the 
following paragraphs we suggest a method to layout the above mentioned pipelined 
adder (for B = 2) in area n logn. Clearly, the number of stages in the above design is 
approximately 2 logn. The layout algorithm described below, specifies the horizontal 
spacing required. 

Akon'thm 4.1 Designadder (n) 

(Assume that n is a power of two; 2 is chosen as the blocking factor) 

If (n > 2) then 
begin 

Designadder 6); 
Provide horizontal spacing of 2 log(2n) 

Designadder ; 



end 

else 

Design the basic 2-bzt Curry-Look-A hrcrd Adcier 

End {Designadder) 

The above algorithm provides for the extra space required hy P and G signals exactly 
from the stage where they are gencratcd. N o  ghhal signals other than Vdd, Grid 
clock are required at any stage. Wires need l o  he routed to  the nearest neighbors only, 
A layout of 64-bit pipelined adder with a hiocking factor of 2 is shown in fig. 3. 

4.1 Area and time measures 

We now show that algorithm 4.1 causes the horizontal dimension of the adder to stay 
O(n). Let ,  the extra length for expansion needcd to  carry :iddltional signals at each stage 
be L(n), then, 

L(n) = k n -  2 logn - 6 can be shown by elementary summation techniques. 

Thus, we have (for the adder), 

Total length : O(n) 
Depth : O(logn) 
Area : O ( n  logn) 
Delay : O(1ogn) 
Pipelined delay : O(1) 

Figure 4 depicts a partial layout of a video processorh which uses a pipelined CLA 
adder. 

FIG. 3. Layout scheme for a 32-bit pipelined adder (B = 2). 
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FIG. 4 Layout ot a pruceaaor which uses a p~pel~ned CIA adder 

1. Blocking factor can be varied for various combinations of areas and times. 
2. The as and bs need not be carried all the way through the pipeline. IPowever, if wz 

carry (afBh) instead of a and b,  ilutial Ps and Gs have to be carried through so that 
individual sum bits can be generatad. This will speed up the last stage but increase the 
dimension, namely, the length of the adder by n and seems unnecessary. We can 
achieve some latency speed up by generating Ps and Gs or exored US and bs at any 
ctage before coming to the final stage. However, each of these must be considered 
with respect to the area that will be occupied. 

5. Pipelined multiplier 

The above mentioned concept of pipelined adder can be further extended to design an 
0(1) pipelined multiplier. Figure 5 shows a block diagram of such a pipelined multiplier. 
The adders shown in this figure have some front-end logic in order to enable them to 
generate partial products. 

Let the ith multiplicand (n bit) be 

A' = A,,A,,-I ... A,I  

and the ith multiplier (m bit) be 

6" = B,,Bi ,n-~. . .B; l  



Ela 8'- 
m m 

NOTE : L A T C H  
unlt-delay D = c l o g  n e m -  . . a .  

P P P 
C m M - 1 )  m 

FIG. 5 .  Block diagram of a pipelmed multiplier. 
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then the partla! product at alage k -  I of A' and 8' is 

In this discussion a stage refers to 1 adder stage. At stage k the partial product ,nust be 
increased by an amount equal to A' *  B,k. If B,, happens to hc zero, the partial product 
need only be shifted (left shift). 

From the block diagram in fig. 5 one can ohserve that the partial product at every 
stage is available after an O(logn) delay. This puts a restriction on the time at which the 
next multiplier bit has to arrive and so. the multiplier bit at the ith stage is skewed in 
time ((i- l)*logn). A large number of buffers will be needed if the external logic 
supphes thc operand data bits in parallel. 

A large number of multiplications can he done in average O(1) time if the latency can 
be tolerated. The first product, A'*  B1 is available after a time delay of O(m logn), 
after which, all the subsequent products are available after a delay of one clock pulse. 

Multiplier rccoding can be used to reduce the number of stages by half with minimal 
addition of logic. 

6.  Conclusions 

Oncc the pipeline is full, the sumlproduct bits from our arithmetic units are obtained in 
constant time irrcspective of the length of the input operands. This makes it very appro- 
priate for applicat~ons in which a stream of data is to bc processed continuously at a high 
speed. In the pipelined adder the constant delay is the delay of the slowest stage in the 
pipeline and that is much smaller than the delay of an entire carry-look-ahead adder. 

The AT\roduct for our adder is O(n log3n) which compares favorably with the 
Brent and Kung adderS which is O(n logZn). However, the word width in their adder has 
to he nllogn to achieve the mentioned AT2 product. Our dcsign is free of such restric- 
tions. For any general n our adder does significantly better than serial adders nientioned 
by Mead and Conway2, and is nearly optimal. Its pipelined delay of O(1) though, can he 
really put to good use in a pipelined architecture. 

This design will be quite useful in data flow type architecture where a scheduler can 
keep these units bosy. If at any point the pipe is broken because of insufficient data, the 
pipeline does not have to be flushed in order to be restarted. 
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